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ABSTRACT
The Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) is a system to add
security to the Internet routing. In recent years, the publication of
Route Origin Authorization (ROA) objects, which bind IP prefixes
to their legitimate origin ASN, has been rapidly increasing. How-
ever, ROAs are effective only if the routers use them to verify and
filter invalid BGP announcements, a process called Route Origin
Validation (ROV).

There are many proposed approaches to measure the status of
ROV in the wild, but they are limited in scalability or accuracy. In
this paper, we present RoVista, an ROV measurement framework
that leverages IP-ID side channel and in-the-wild RPKI-invalid pre-
fix. With over 20 months of longitudinal measurement, RoVista
successfully covers more than 28K ASes where 63.8% of ASes have
derived benefits from ROV, although the percentage of fully pro-
tected ASes remains relatively low at 12.3%. In order to validate our
findings, we have also sought input from network operators.

We then evaluate the security impact of current ROV deploy-
ment and reveal misconfigurations that will weaken the protection
of ROV. Lastly, we compare RoVista with other approaches and
conclude with a discussion of our findings and limitations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Routing protocols; Network measurement; • Se-
curity and privacy → Security protocols.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the mechanism by which
routers exchange routing information across administrative do-
mains. However, due to its reliance on trust, BGP is known to be
vulnerable to attacks such as prefix hijacking [10, 45, 72, 82] and
route leaks [42, 77]. To defend against these threats, many security
extensions to BGP were introduced such as soBGP [81], S-BGP [38],
BGPsec [31], and RPKI [8]; among them, RPKI has been the most
popular, with RPKI objects covering more than 40% of the IPv4
prefixes being announced nowadays [65].

The Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) was introduced in
2008 [39]. At its core, RPKI is a hierarchical Public Key Infrastruc-
ture (PKI), which is rooted at the five Regional Internet Registries
(RIRs).1 RPKI uses a certificate to bind Internet Number Resources
such as Autonomous Numbers (ASNs) and IP addresses to public
keys via certificates. The corresponding private key is used to sign
RPKI objects, such as Route Origin Authorization (ROA) objects
which provide the legitimate origin Autonomous System Numbers
(ASNs) of certain IP prefixes. Each of the five RIRs operates its
own RPKI trust anchor and repository so that they can sign RPKI
certificates and distribute RPKI objects such as ROA objects to the
interested parties (e.g., routers). In recent few years, network re-
source owners (e.g., ISPs) have rapidly registered their prefixes in
RPKI such as Comcast [36], Microsoft [51], or Netflix [52].

But, like any PKI, RPKI can only function correctly when routers
(or ASes) also perform validation using ROA objects, which is called
Route Origin Validation (ROV) [46]. Routers that do not perform
ROV can still accept and propagate incorrect BGP announcements,
letting attackers hijack IP prefixes even if there is a ROA object that
can verify such announcements. Unfortunately, it is challenging to
measure and identify the ROV status of an AS without access to
its routers and hosts, so the overall state of deployment of ROV on
the Internet is still not known in detail.

1APNIC, LACNIC, RIPE NCC, ARIN, and AFRINIC.
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There has been a series of work that applies passive and ac-
tive measurement techniques to understand the ROV status over
networks [32, 34, 37, 50, 60, 75, 76]; one prominent example is
isBGPSafeYet.com [37] that serves two contents, one of which
is from a RPKI-valid IP address and the other one is from RPKI-
invalid one. Thus, if the visitor can only fetch the content from the
RPKI-valid IP address, it suggests that the AS is protected by ROV.

While these approaches successfully have measured the status
of ROV of ASes, they often have a number of limitations. First,
active-based measurements are usually done with a single or a
couple of test IP prefixes making it hard to characterize the ROV
policy of ASes [37, 59, 60]; for example, an AS that deploys ROV
may choose not to do so for the IP prefixes announced from their
customers. The same issue can arise when ASes are connected to
multiple transit providers or peers.

Second, these approaches require a significant number of visitors
or vantage points in order to measure numerous ASes; some prior
works [18, 60, 76] use existing hardware such as RIPE Atlas [62],
but this is often difficult to scale as users must deploy devices in
their networks. For example, RIPE Atlas covers only 3,765 IPv4
ASNs at the time of writing [61].

In this paper, we explore an alternative approach to measure the
ROV status of ASes, which allows us to characterize more than
28K ASes over 20 months without recruiting vantage points. This
enables us to analyze how ROV has improved routing security over
time. Coupled with the datasets, we also discuss the operational
challenges of ROV.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:
• Wepresent anROVmeasurement technique calledRoVista, which
captures the ROV status of ASes without the need for IP prefixes
or recruiting vantage points.

• We run RoVista for 20 months and analyze ROV policies for more
than 28 K ASes; we find 10 K (36.2%) ASes that never perform
ROV and 3,482 (12.3%) ASes that are perfectly protected by ROV.

• We cross-validate our findings with other trustworthy sources:
from ISPs official announcement, survey of network operators,
and personal communication.

• We show the impact and the challenge of ROV and compare our
technique with other studies.

Our findings highlight the need for auditing of ROV policies of
ASes for a better RPKI ecosystem. To this end, we release all of our
code and datasets to the research community at

https://rovista.netsecurelab.org
for network operators, administrators, and researchers to reproduce
and benefit from our work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 BGP
Routers construct routing tables using Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP). Briefly, BGP speakers announce paths towards the origin of
IP prefixes through a series of ASes; for example, an example of a
BGP route is like the following:

IP Prefix: 45.3.0.0/16
AS PATH: AS3356 AS174 AS40220

In this route, we see that AS 40220 originates a route for an IP
prefix of 45.3.0.0/16. Neighbors receive this route and use it in their
routing tables, as well as forward it on to their neighbors according
to its routing policy.

The BGP route selection process determines the optimal path
for routing, usually based on factors like cost-efficiency and path
length, when multiple announcements for the same IP prefix are
received.When forwarding packets, routers utilize the most specific
prefix available in their routing table.

Due to the missing security features in the original BGP protocol,
interdomain routing is prone to many security attacks; first, an
attacker can announce an IP prefix that it is not legitimately allowed
to announce to intercept the traffic for that IP prefix to be sent;
this is called prefix hijacking. Second, an attacker can perform sub-
prefix hijacking by announcing a more specific IP prefix than the
legitimate original prefix (e.g., announcing 45.3.96.16/20 in the
above example.). Routers prioritize the most specific prefix, causing
all traffic intended for the attacked prefix to be forwarded to the
attacker.

These attacks have occurred frequently in practice, with signifi-
cant effects on the original IP prefix holders [5, 7, 15].

2.2 RPKI
RPKI is a public key infrastructure that provides a cryptographically
verifiable means of mapping IP prefixes to the origin ASes, which
prevents both prefix hijacking and sub-prefix hijacking attacks. To
do so, (1) network resource owners need to register RPKI objects
to prevent their IP prefixes from being hijacked, and (2) network
operators need to validate the BGP announcements with them to
filter out the BGP announcements with RPKI-invalid IP prefixes.

Registering IP Prefixes: Network resource owners can authorize
their IP prefixes by creating (at least) two objects;
(a) a CA certificate, which binds a set of Internet Number Re-

sources (INRs) such as Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs)
or IP Prefixes to a public key.

(b) a Route Origin Authorization (ROA), which authorizes an AS
to announce IP prefixes; this object is ultimately signed by a
CA certificate.

These objects must be published into public RPKI repositories
operated by the five Regional Internet Registries (RIRs), each of
which manages its own trust anchor. A trust anchor is equivalent to
root certificates in other PKIs such as root stores in web PKI. In 2019,
Chung et al. [17] reported that approximately 25% of ASes have
published ROAs by analyzing the all of the RPKI objects present in
the repositories.

ValidatingBGPannouncements:RPKI validation software, called
Relying Party (RP) software such as Routinator [71], fetches RPKI
objects from the five repositories and performs cryptographic vali-
dation. Then, it produces a list of validated tuples (ASN, ROA prefix,
prefix length), which is called Validated ROA Payloads (VRPs). The
set of VRPs is provided to the AS’s routers using the RP protocol [9]
so that they can validate the incoming BGP announcements based
on the standard [46], which is called Route Origin Validation (ROV).

When an RPKI-validating router receives a BGP announcement,
it attempts to validate the announcement using the set of VRPs.
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First, it determines whether the IP prefix in the BGP announcement
is covered by any VRP. If so, it then determines if the BGP an-
nouncement exactly matches the VRP; a BGP announcement is said
to match a VRPwhen (1) the VRP IP prefix covers the announced IP
prefix, (2) the VRP AS matches the announced AS, and (3) the prefix
length in VRP is greater than or equal to the announced prefix.
Thus, we consider a BGP announcement to be valid if it is matched
by a VRP, to be invalid if the IP prefix in the BGP announcement is
covered, but no VRPmatches the BGP announcement, and unknown
if it is not covered by any VRP.

Unlike measuring the ROA deployment status across the network
resource owners, understanding how the Internet is currently benefits
from ROV is known to be challenging mainly due to the limited
access to external routers (and ASes).

2.3 Efforts to measure ROV status
There have been a number of approaches to measure the ROV
deployment across ASes.

Passive measurement approach:There has been a long thread
of studies [23, 32, 50, 75] that mainly focused on the ASes who
announce or forward RPKI-invalid BGP announcements by refer-
ring to the global BGP tables. These methods are straightforward,
though it has been shown that passive measurements solely relying
on control plane information may incorrectly identify ROV enabled
ASes mainly due to limited visibility of routing decision [59].

Active measurement approach: To overcome the limitation of
passive measurement techniques, an extensive series of successful
studies [34, 37, 59, 60, 69, 76] examined the ROV status of ASes
by announcing RPKI-invalid prefixes themselves.More specifically,
they register ROAs for their IP prefix but with a different AS that
they would announce to make their BGP announcement invalid.
For example, Rueter et al. [59] conducted a controlled experiment
by announcing RPKI-invalid prefixes from their own AS to infer
the ASes that deployed ROV by comparing their prefix visibil-
ity measured from RouteViews [70] and RIPE RIS [63]. Similarly,
other studies [34, 37, 60, 69, 76] also published their ROAs, but
they use a data-plane based approach such as traceroute [60, 76]
or HTTP requests [34, 37, 69] to infer the connectivity from a host
towards RPKI-invalid prefixes. They used Google Ads network [34]
or dedicated hardware (e.g., RIPE Atlas [18, 60, 76, 76]), or relied
on volunteers [37, 69] to recruit vantage points.

Other studies [19, 76] present a methodology that does not re-
quire volunteers by performing ICMP [19] or TCP [76] scans of the
entire IPv4 space to measure the connectivity towards RPKI-invalid
hosts; however, it is often inaccurate as it introduces an inconsis-
tency depending on the chosen measurement location. Recently,
Chen et al. [18] applied a machine learning technique to infer the
ROV policy of ASes, which tried to infer ROV policies of 8 K ASes
using RIPE Atlas.

3 ROVISTA: SYSTEM DESIGN
3.1 Design Goals
As introduced in §2.3, there are considerable works that measure
ROV status of ASes by (1) announcing an RPKI-invalid IP prefix
that they control and (2) recruiting remote hosts that send a probe
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Figure 1: The coverage of ROA and the percentage of invalid
IP prefixes routed through a single origin are shown. The
surge of RPKI-invalid prefixes was caused by AS 23674 and
62240, which announced 434 invalid prefixes between May
27th and August 3rd, 2022.

(e.g., HTTP requests [37]) to test their reachability towards such
RPKI-invalid prefix. However, we argue that these approaches have
two limitations. First of all, the ROV policy of an AS is not uni-
form across all IP prefixes; for example, we find that even ROV
ASes can still accept RPKI-invalid announcements when they are
routed from their customers because filtering the RPKI-invalid pre-
fixes forwarded from their customers could potentially harm their
profit. Thus, we have to use multiple RPKI-invalid IP prefixes to
accurately understand the ROV policy of ASes. Second, measur-
ing the ROV policy of ASes at scale is difficult when it requires
cooperation of vantage points (e.g., RIPE Atlas) or volunteers (e.g.,
isbgpsafeyet.com) in a variety of networks across the globe.

RoVista tries to overcome such limitation; it does not require
any IP prefixes to control and volunteers or vantage points that
can run the experiment. Specifically, we (1) leverage in-the-wild
RPKI-invalid prefixes and (2) use IP-ID side-channel technique to
conjecture the reachability from a remote end host to another host
under in-the-wild RPKI-invalid prefixes.

3.2 In-the-wild RPKI-invalid prefixes
Network resource owners have rapidly registered their prefixes in
RPKI by publishing ROAs such as Comcast [36] and Microsoft [51];
Figure 1 (top) shows the portion of IP prefixes covered by at least one
VRP from December 24th, 2021 to September 12th, 2023 captured
at RouteViews [70]. We find a steady growth of RPKI deployment;
for example, 48.2% of IPv4 prefixes are RPKI-covered in our latest
snapshot.

However, when validating BGP announcements in the wild
against ROAs, they are not always valid; as shown in Figure 1
(bottom), there were 6,782 (0.7%) RPKI-invalid prefixes in the latest
snapshot, which should be filtered by the ASes that implement ROV.

Thus, we could infer the ROV status of an AS if we have (1)
well-distributed presence of such prefixes across networks, and (2)
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Figure 2: Timeline of our methodology to detect the ROV-policy of a vVP’s AS by leveraging the IP-ID side-channel.

a reliable method that can measure the directional connectivity
from the AS towards RPKI-invalid prefixes; for example, if multiple
hosts within an AS cannot reach to many RPKI-invalid prefixes it
may indicate that the AS is protected by ROV.

However, we cannot blindly use all RPKI-invalid prefixes for
our measurement. This is because a prefix that is announced by an
incorrect AS (thus being RPKI-invalid) may still be reachable from
ROV ASes if the same prefix is also announced by the legitimate
AS. In such cases, the traffic will be directed to the legitimate AS,
potentially leading to a mistaken identification that the AS can
reach RPKI-invalid prefixes and therefore not implementing ROV.
Thus, we must selectively choose RPKI-invalid prefixes that are
not announced by their legitimate AS, by comparing them with
other BGP announcements. Figure 1 (bottom) shows the percentage
of RPKI-invalid prefixes that are exclusively announced by wrong
ASNs; we observe 1,362 prefixes during our measurement period,
which we call test IP prefixes. We also call the hosts under test IP
prefixes, test nodes, or tNodes.

3.3 Measuring ROV status with IP-ID
side-channel

We now try to infer the reachability between two remote end hosts
using a technique called IP-ID side-channel, which has been used
in other areas for detecting censorship [57], measuring packet
drop [28] and ingress filtering [25].

The IP-ID is a 16 bits field in the IPv4 header [56] and was origi-
nally designed to assist packet fragmentation and reassembly by
assigning a unique identifier for each packet. There are multiple
methods to assign the IP-ID for each packet by managing a counter,
which is mainly determined by the implementation of the Operat-
ing System (OS). We specifically focus on the Global counter, which
increments the IP-ID by 1 unit whenever it sends a new packet re-
gardless of its destination; this is used in early versions of Windows
(e.g., Windows XP) or FreeBSD [48]. We refer to hosts with a global
counter as virtual vantage points (vVPs) and use them to infer the
connectivity of a host towards tNodes.

At a high-level, we keep monitoring how the vVP’s IP-ID grows
by sending TCP SYN packets to the vVP from our measurement
client so that we can record its IP-ID in the corresponding ACK
packets. At the same time, we send spoofed TCP SYN packets to a
tNode to let it send TCP SYN/ACK packets to the vVP. Depending on

the reachability between the VRP and the tNode, we can observe
three possible IP-ID growth patterns as illustrated in Figure 2;

(a) No filtering between the tNode and the vVP (i.e., the vVP’s AS
does not perform ROV); in such case, we see the bursty IP-ID
growth (between ① and ④) by the number of spoofed packets
that we have generated.

(b) Inbound filtering; this is due to either egress filtering of the
tNode’s AS or ingress filter of the vVP’s AS; in this case, we
do not see any IP-ID growth between the step ① and ④ other
than the RST packets to our measurement client in the step ④.

(c) Outbound filtering; this could be due to (1) the ROV on the
vVP’s AS or its upstream AS or (2) ingress filtering of the tNode
(thus, false positive); such false positives can be eliminated
as we test multiple vVPs in the same AS with many tNodes.
Similar to the ‘No Filtering’ case, we can observe the IP-ID
growth by the number of the SYN/ACK packets from the tNode;
however, since the RST packets cannot reach the tNode, it
will trigger the tNode’s Retransmission Timeout (RTO) after
a certain period (usually 3 seconds [58]) making the tNode
send another SYN/ACK packets. In return, vVP will also send
additional RST packets letting us detect an additional bursty
growth of IP-IDs.

4 ROVISTA: IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Obtaining tNodes
Every 4 hours, we collect and validate RouteView datasets with
all RPKI objects collected from all of the five RPKI repositories
to obtain test IP prefixes. We then scan them using ZMap [26] to
find tNodes that open popular TCP port numbers [68] so that we
can send TCP SYN packets. For each tNode, we confirm whether it
responds to our spoofed SYN packets and implements RTO correctly;
to this end, we set up two measurement clients in two different
ASes, and we let one client send SYN packets to a tNode with the
spoofed source IP address to the other measurement client. We then
check whether it satisfies all the following conditions:

(a) It must respond to our spoofed SYN packetswith proper SYN/ACK
packets.

(b) It must start retransmission if it does not receive any ACK or
RST packet from the destination within 1 ∼ 3 seconds.
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(c) It must not perform retransmissionwhen receiving RST packets.
Otherwise, we cannot distinguish between the no filtering and
outbound filtering case.

Removing false tNodes: Due to the incomplete view of the rout-
ing table in RouteViews, there can be tNodes that remain reach-
able through alternative routes. Thus, we take additional steps to
minimize such erroneous tNodes; First, to avoid RPKI-invalid an-
nouncement changes during our measurement period, we ensure
that the validity of the tNodes IP prefix remains unchanged for
each measurement round by validating BGP announcements before
and after the experiment. Second, we use RIPE Atlas probes and
choose probes from the 10 ASes that we confirmed their ROV de-
ployment through personal communication [6, 22] or their official
announcements [27, 41, 78].2 We then only consider the tNodes
where more than 90% of the probes in ROV ASes cannot reach and
more than 90% of the probes in non-ROV ASes can reach them; we
can find, on average, 31 tNodes (with a minimum of 10 tNodes)
during our measurement process.

4.2 Obtaining Virtual Vantage Points (vVPs)
We use ZMap to obtain a set of vVP candidates, which respond to
our TCP SYN/ACK scans with a RST packet so that we can track their
IP-ID values. At first glance, identifying a host with a global counter
seems trivial: we could just send several packets from our machine
to see if the IP-IDs in the RST packets continuously grow. However,
this approach cannot distinguish between the hosts with a global
counter and a local counter, which manages a unique counter for
each destination IP address. Thus, we send TCP SYN/ACK packets
from different source IP addresses to let it generate RST packets to
each of them as background traffic during our measurement period;
(a) To mitigate any potential harm to clients, we send only five

TCP SYN packets, each of which is from a different port number.
To minimize the chance of our packets being out-of-ordered,
we set the interval between each packet to a second.

(b) We next send additional five bursty packets each of which has
a different spoofed source IP address.

(c) Finally, we repeat the first step.
After these steps, we determine it as a vVP when we see a con-

tinuous growth (including the wraparound) at least by the number
of packets we sent in total of IP-IDs. It is worth noting that scan-
ning for IPv4 and identifying hosts with the global counter is more
time-consuming than locating tNodes. As a result, we collect vVPs
daily.

4.3 Detecting Outbound filtering
For each pair of vVPs and tNodes, we experiment as follows:
(a) We first send a SYN/ACK packet to a vVP every 0.5 seconds for

5 seconds to measure its background traffic from its IP-ID.
(b) Next, we send 10 spoofed SYN packets to a tNode within 𝜖

seconds, which only takes a few milliseconds.

2The ROV policy of ASes may be updated over time. Thus, we
continuously update the list by monitoring their reachability to
tNodes.
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IP-ID growth pattern that we expect to observe depending
on the reachability between a vVP and a target.

(c) We wait for one second3 and repeat the first step to measure
its traffic again.

We next analyze the IP-ID growth pattern to detect the ROV.
Assuming there are𝐾 packets per second constantly generated from
the vVP, we can expect different IP-ID growth patterns depending
on the ROV status of the vVP’s AS as illustrated in Figure 3.
(a) No filtering between the tNode and the vVP: we can observe

the constant IP-ID growth rate of 𝐾 packets/sec until we send
10 spoofed packets. After then, we observe one spike (around
𝐾 + 10) between 4.5 + 𝜖 and 5.5 + 𝜖 .

(b) Inbound filtering: the IP-ID growth rate will be the same as 𝐾
since the vVP will not send any RST packets.

(c) Outbound filtering: we observe one spike after sending 10
spoofed packets similar to (a). Due to the outbound filtering,
however, the 10 RST packets from the vVP cannot reach the
tNode.This triggers the tNode to raise Retransmission Timeout
(RTO) [58] and send additional 10 SYN/ACK packets to the vVP.
In return, vVP sends additional 10 RST packets to the tNode,
allowing us to observe an additional spike of the IP-ID growth.

Since RoVista generates a time series data (i.e., IP-ID values),
we can use statistical detection methods to accurately detect the
spike. There has been a number of studies [28, 57] that model IP-ID
patterns to detect such spikes so that we can utilize. However, these
methods typically gain more accuracy as they collect more data
(e.g., 500 spoofed packets [28]) or they run lengthy measurements
over the same node (e.g., 47 trials in 17 days [57]).

Since our focus is to detect a collective behavior of vVPs in the
same AS not an individual vVP’s behavior [28] while limiting the

3We assume that all 10 SYN/ACK packets from the tNode have
arrived at the vVP within one second.
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number of spoofing packets to 10 to minimize the potential harm
to vVPs, we take an alternative approach:

Similar to prior work [28], we initially employ the Autoregres-
sive Moving Average (ARMA) model [11] to model each time series.
However, it is important to note that the ARMA model is applicable
only to stationary time series, where statistical properties such as
mean remain constant over time. Hence, the ARMA model may
not perform well when dealing with time series that exhibit chang-
ing statistical properties, such as those with trends or seasonality.
Thus, we also utilize the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) [11] model instead when the IP-ID pattern is identified
as a nonstationary time series using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) test [29]. We then apply one-tailed hypothesis testing on
observed IP-ID pattern to detect a spike.4

5 ETHICS
Our methodology could bring up a few ethical measurement is-
sues. Below, we discuss the key ethical concerns related to our
experiments.

To identify vVPs and tNodes, we perform Internet-wide scans
using ZMap, which introduces additional network load on both
sides and may raise concerns. To address these concerns, we ad-
here to the ethical scanning guidelines outlined in [26]. We inform
local network administrators to mitigate risks and handle any in-
quiries that may arise. Additionally, we ensure that our scans do not
overwhelm the upstream provider by limiting the scanning band-
width to 100Mbps. Furthermore, we generate only the necessary
amount of traffic required for our research objectives, minimizing
any excessive network load.

The (spoofed) TCP packets that we send also raise concerns on
network loads and privacy concerns. We acknowledge that we have
not asked for any explicit consent to such vVPs, which may violate
one of the four principles of the Menlo Report [24], “Respect for
Persons”; unfortunately, it is practically impossible for us to obtain
an informed consent from all owners of vVPs.

However, it is important to note that the inability to obtain
informed consent does not imply a disregard for respect towards
individuals [73]. To ensure to follow the guidelines by the Menlo
report [24], we note that (1) our methodology only sends TCP
packets without any payload, (2) for each vVP, we only send less
than 51 TCP SYN/ACK packets in 10 seconds with a maximum rate of
12 packet/sec. Additionally, we make sure that the IP addresses of
tNodes are not in block lists (Spamhaus [79] and FeodoTracker [1]),
thus mitigating any potential harm to operators of vVPs. We also
spread out our experiments according to a random permutation
of each pair of IP address and port number to minimize potential
negative impacts on a host.

We believe that our methodology carefully balances the potential
harm to the ASes of vVPs with the scientific benefit of our results.

4Given that the accuracy might be influenced by the volume of
background traffic, which is beyond our control, we filter out the
vVPs for which we cannot draw any inference from the 10 packets.
For detailed models and detection methodology, please refer to
Appendix A.
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Figure 4: The distribution of the number of vVPs for each
ASN from our scan with their background traffic.

6 MEASUREMENT RESULTS
We run RoVista from December 24, 2021 to September 12th, 2023
on a daily basis to measure vVPs and tNodes, and ultimately assess
the level of ROV protection for each AS.

6.1 Measurement coverage

vVPs: RoVista has found 43,627,201 vVPs that cover more than
60,000 ASes. However, we intentionally exclude experiments where
the background traffic exceeds 10 packets per second to enhance the
likelihood of detecting a spike. As a result, we focus on analyzing
1,396,070 (3.2%) vVPs, which correspond to 34,708 (55.2%) ASes.
Additionally, we specifically examine ASes for which we have a
minimum of 10 vVPs available, which enables us to draw robust
conclusions regarding the ROV status of ASes, leaving us with a
dataset of 1,396,407 vVPs that cover 28,314 ASes registered in 231
countries.

Due to our restriction to vVPs with low background traffic (i.e.,
≤ 10 packets), it is possible that we could have measured a greater
number of ASes if we had relaxed this limit. The distribution of the
number of unique ASes covered by vVPs based on their background
traffic is illustrated in Figure 4. Notably, if we had considered vVPs
generating background traffic of 30 or 100 packets per second, we
could have potentially measured an additional 14,052 and 18,639
ASes, respectively. However, this would require a significant in-
crease in the number of bursty spoofed packets sent to tNodes,
resulting in a heightened negative impact on both vVPs and tNodes.
Therefore, we choose to use vVPs with low background traffic in
order to effectively measure the ROV policy of numerous ASes
while minimizing the generation of excessive unsolicited traffic to
vVPs. For an extended discussion of the ethics of using vVPs, please
see §5.
tNodes:We proceed to assess the diversity of IP prefixes associated
with these tNodes and discover that they have been routed through
2,902 unique IP prefixes, which belong to 466 ASes registered in 51
countries. Furthermore, the ROAs that invalidate these IP prefixes
are evenly distributed across all Regional Internet Registries (RIRs):
1,317 tNodes in APNIC, 402 tNodes in RIPE NCC, 690 tNodes in
ARIN, 198 tNodes in AFRINIC, and 295 tNodes in LACNIC. The
broad distribution of tNodes across different geographical locations
and networks allows us to gain a comprehensive understanding of
the ROV status of ASes on the Internet.
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6.2 Determining the Level of ROV Protection
For each pair of vVPs and tNodes, we apply our model to deter-
mine if the vVP is unable to reach the tNode. To minimize the false
positive arose from the client-side (i.e., vVP) errors, we only con-
sider the tNodes if all vVPs within an AS unanimously agree on
their reachability. Since the ROV policy of an AS is not specific to
individual clients, if one client cannot reach a tNode due to ROV,
all other vVPs within the same AS should also be unable to reach
the tNode. On average, we find that 95.1% of tNodes demonstrate
consistent reachability across all vVPs within an AS.

Next, we calculate the ROV protection score, which represents
the percentage of tNodes that are inaccessible from any of the vVPs
within the same AS due to outbound filtering. It is important to
note that the ROV protection score measures the extent to which
an AS is protected by ROV, rather than determining whether it
actively deploys ROV itself; the score can be 1.0 if an AS has im-
plemented ROV internally or if all of its upstream providers have
implemented ROV, indicating full protection. Conversely, a ROV
protection score of zero may indicate that an AS has never deployed
ROV. Nevertheless, we believe that the ROV protection score can
serve as an indicator of the level of protection provided by RPKI
for an AS. Throughout the paper, we use the terms ROV score and
ROV protection score interchangeably for brevity.

6.3 Cross-validation
The evaluation of RoVista poses a significant challenge due to
the limited transparency surrounding network operators’ policies.
Obtaining ground truth regarding which ASNs have actually im-
plemented ROV is not a straightforward task.

In this subsection, we first evaluate the accuracy of our IP-ID
model using RIPE Atlas and we proceed to evaluate the derived
ROV status obtained from three reliable sources: (1) official an-
nouncements from network operators, (2) surveys conducted with
network operators, and (3) personal communications with network
operators.
6.3.1 Evaluating the IP-ID model: traceroute. To validate the reach-
ability between ASes and tNodes, we utilize RIPE-Atlas [62]. We
focus on the ASes that can be measured by both RoVista and probes
and proceed as follows:
(a) For each tNode, we select 10 probes from an AS with a zero

ROV score according to RoVista. TCP traceroutes are executed
towards the tNode using the same port number employed by
RoVista to ensure a response from the tNode. This process is
repeated for all tNodes.

(b) If the last hop in the traceroute result corresponds to the tNode,
we consider the probe to have reached the tNode. Otherwise,
we consider it unreachable.

By employing this methodology, we gather a total of 168,642
traceroute measurements towards 27 tNodes. These measurements
are conducted using 6,296 probes, covering 2,768 ASes, on April 4th,
2022. To eliminate potential errors stemming from the RIPE Atlas
API, we exclude traceroute results where different probes within
the same AS yield diverse traceroute outcomes for the same tNode.
This step allows us to retain 167,392 (99.2%) reliable traceroute
results for analysis. We observe that all probes within the same AS
exhibit consistent reachability towards a tNode. Consequently, we

can confirm that the results are not specific to individual probes.
This enables us to construct a dependable list of tuples (AS, tNode,
reachability).

We then compare this list with the RoVista measurement results
obtained on the same date. Remarkably, we find that all tuples
exhibit a perfect match, indicating compelling evidence that RoVista
accurately identifies the reachability from vVPs to tNodes; this
supports the feasibility of measuring the ROV score of ASes using
the IP-ID model of RoVista.

6.3.2 Evaluating ROV protection score. Network operators often
refrain from disclosing their routing policies due to various reasons
such as business relationships, such as peering arrangements [30],
or security concerns, such as BGP blackholing [44]. As a result,
previous studies that assess ROV status have not cross-validated
their findings with network operators.5 We now attempt to validate
our results with four difference sources.

Network operators’ official announcements: We observe that
certain network operators publicly announce their ROV deploy-
ment through channels such as social media platforms (e.g., Twit-
ter), official blog posts, or mailing lists (e.g., nanog). To gather this
information, we utilize the archive of the nanog mailing list and
engage with network operators on the RPKI community discord
channel [64]. As a result, we collect information from 40 ASes, in-
cluding 38 ASes that have announced their implementation of ROV
and 2 ASes that have announced their non-implementation of ROV.
The complete list can be found in Appendix B.

Comparing these announcements with the corresponding ROV
scores obtained from RoVista in our latest scan, we make several ob-
servations. Firstly, we discovered that among the 38 ASes claiming
ROV deployment, 34 of them achieved a perfect ROV score of 100%.
Additionally, one AS achieved a ROV score of 92.5%. However, it is
important to note that not all of these ASes consistently maintain
a 100% score throughout our measurement period; for instance,
RETN (AS 9002) experiences variations in its ROV score We revisit
them in §7.6 to discuss the challenges associated with their ROV
implementation.

Secondly, interestingly, we observe that the ROV scores of the
remaining three ASes claiming ROV deployment, BIT (AS 12859),
Gigabit ApS (AS 60876), and Dhiraagu (AS 7642), are consistently
zero.

To understand this discrepancy, we reached out to the network
operators; unfortunately, we received only one response fromBIT [14],
who informed us that although they initially enabled ROV in early
2018 [2], they encountered an outage in the same year due to a bug
in Juniper routers [3]. The bug caused the routing protocol daemon
(RPD) to crash during ROV implementation, leading them to retract
ROV from their entire network. This suggests that network opera-
tors may face challenges in implementing ROV due to equipment
issues, which we will further investigate in §7.6.

Lastly, for the two ASes that claim non-deployment of ROV, we
confirm that their ROV score is indeed zero.

5A recent study [18] attempted to validate their results using
Cloudflare’s list, which we have identified as inaccurate. We will
discuss this further in Section 8.
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Figure 5: CDF of the percentage of the latest ROV score of
ASes captured by RoVista.

NetworkOperators Survey:We collaboratedwithMutually Agreed
Norms for Routing Security (MANRS) [49] to conduct surveys of
participants.Out of the 31 network operators that we received re-
sponses from, RoVista captured 22 (71.0%) of them. Among the cap-
tured operators, 13 (37.2%) confirmed deploying ROV and achieved
a perfect ROV score on RoVista. For the 4 network operators who
were uncertain about their ROV deployment, three had a ROV score
of 0% while one scored 100%. Five network operators stated that
they have not deployed ROV; four of their ROV scores are zero,
but interestingly, RoVista finds that one of them (AS 1403) achieves
100% ROV score. Upon investigating their providers, AS 1403 is
found to have two providers (AS 6453 and 174), both of which had
a 100% ROV score. This suggests that they may not be reaching
RPKI-invalid prefixes, as these prefixes are likely being filtered by
the providers. We will delve into this phenomenon in detail in the
upcoming section.

Personal communication: We launched our website (https://
rovista.netsecurelab.org/) that publishes the ROV score for ASes
on a daily basis. We have been contacted by 10 network operators6
through email and RPKI Discord channel. Among the contacted
network operators, only one, Charter (AS11351), reported an in-
consistency. They claimed to have deployed ROV, while RoVista
indicated a ROV score lower than 50%; upon further investigation,
we provided them with the details of the tested tNodes and vVPs,
and they acknowledged that they had missed ROV deployment for
some of their peering routers.

For the remaining 9 network operators, they confirmed our find-
ings; among them 7 operators claimed to have deployed ROV and
RoVista finds that 5 network operators consistently achieved a 100%
ROV score during our measurement period. For the other two net-
work operators, NTT (AS 2914) and AT&T (AS 7018) whose ROV
scores were not always at 100%, we will discuss these cases in detail
in §7.6.

6.4 Limitation
RoVista has several limitations. We wish to discuss them explicitly
before presenting our analysis. First of all, RoVista is unable to mea-
sure the ROV protection score of Internet exchange points (IXPs)

6ATT (AS7018), Comcast (AS7922), Seacom (AS37100), Colt
(AS8820), IIJ (AS2497), NTT (AS2914), Swisscom (AS3303), Charter
(AS11351), BIT (AS12859), and ZAYO (AS6461)

such as DE-CIX [12] since it is not feasible to find vVPswithin IXPs.
Second, RoVista relies on hosts that announce RPKI-invalid prefixes
(i.e., tNodes), which are collected from public BGP collectors (e.g.,
RouteViews [70]), which known as having a limited coverage [80].
Third, as ROV deployment becomes more widespread, the number
of observable tNodes is likely to decrease; this can pose challenges
in utilizing our approach effectively. Lastly, the ROV protection
score of an AS does not directly indicate the ROVdeployment status
of that AS. This is primarily due to the methodology employed
by RoVista, which relies on data plane measurements using TCP
packets, while the actual ROV decision is made in the control plane.
Thus, it is possible that an AS that has deployed ROV may exhibit
a relatively low ROV protection score due to the nature of complex
BGP routing such as collateral damage [32], default route problems,
or prefer-valid policies, which will be discussed later.

7 ANALYSIS
7.1 The state of ROV
In this subsection, we analyze the current state of ROV and its
evolution over time. In Figure 5, we present the distribution of latest
ROV scores for all ASes captured by RoVista. We make a number
of observations; Firstly, we notice that out of 28,314 ASes, 10,249
(36.2%) consistently have a 0% ROV score, indicating that they
do not implement ROV and are therefore more vulnerable to BGP
hijacking attacks. Conversely, we find that 3,482 (12.3%) consistently
achieve a 100% ROV score, indicating full ROV protection.

Interestingly, the remaining 14,583 (51.5%) fall into the category
of reaching some, but not all, tNodes, which could be due to two rea-
sons; firstly, the ROV policy can be applied differently depending on
the source of BGP announcements, determined by AS relationships.
For instance, some ASes accept RPKI-invalid route announcements
from their customers [35]. Moreover, customized lists like SLURM
[43] can be used to define ROV policies that allow routes even if
they are RPKI invalid. Additionally, certain ASes may encounter
challenges in their ROV deployments due to equipment issues [16],
which will be further examined in the following section.

Rank ASN ISP ROV ratio
1 3356 Level 3 Parent, LLC 100.00%
2 1299 Telia Company AB 100.00%
3 174 Cogent Communications 100.00%
4 3257 GTT Communications Inc. 100.00%
6 2914 NTT America, Inc. 100.00%
8 6461 Zayo Bandwidth 100.00%
9 6453 TATA Communications 100.00%
10 3491 PCCW Global, Inc. 100.00%
14 5511 Orange S.A. 100.00%
15 12956 Telefonica Global Solutions 100.00%
18 701 Verizon 94.44%
21 7018 AT&T Services, Inc. 100.00%
22 3320 Deutsche Telekom AG 0.00%
31 6830 Liberty Global B.V. 100.00%
32 1239 Sprint 100.00%
36 209 CenturyLink Communications, LLC 100.00%
72 2828 Verizon 94.44%

Table 1: The ROV ratio for 17 Tier-1 ASes as of September
12th, 2023.
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Figure 6: The overall percentage of ASes with an ROV score
of 100% over time.

Secondly, even ASes that do not directly implement ROV might
be fully protected if all their transit providers have deployed ROV
[47]; this phenomenon, known as collateral benefit, arises when
ROV-deployed ASes filter out RPKI-invalid prefixes and prevent
the propagation of such BGP announcements to their customers
[32]. Thus, it is crucial for large network operators, including tier-1
ASes to perform ROV. Table 1 shows the ROV score for 17 tier-1
ASes7 and we observe that 16 (94.1%) of them have a 100% ROV
score. These networks are the most central in interdomain routing,
so a large deployment here is important for the state of ROV of the
Internet as a whole.

Figure 6 shows the percentage of ASes of which ROV score is
100% during our measurement period. One key observation is that
ROV protection is not rare anymore: at the beginning of our mea-
surement, we find that 6.3% of ASes is ROV protected in December
2021, and it increased to 12.3% in September 2023. This is encour-
aging compared to other proposed routing security protocols that
suffered from their low deployment rate such as BGPsec [31].

7.2 ROV score vs. ASRank
Now we examine the relationship between the ROV score and
the ranking of ASes, which is determined by its customer cone
size [40]. Figure 7 shows the fraction of ASes with a different range
of ROV scores for top 30K ASes. First, we immediately notice that
bigger ASes are more likely to have a higher ROV score, which is
encouraging; for example, 25% of the 1,000 biggest ASes can filter
more than 80% of tNodes. In contrast, we see more ASes with low
ROV scores (i.e., 0 – 20%) as their rankings decrease. We believe
these the ASes with such low ROV scores do not implement ROV
themselves; considering that they are still able to filter some RPKI-
invalid prefixes, it suggests that such filtering could be due to their
providers who implement ROV (i.e., collateral benefit).

We will dig deeper and attempt to measure the impact and chal-
lenges of collateral benefit in the following section.

7.3 Case study: collateral benefit
As mentioned earlier, the deployment of ROV by ASes can provide
benefits to their customers or peers through in-path filtering. How-
ever, measuring the actual impact of this filtering in a real-world

7We refer to them as the ones that are connected to each other
(i.e., clique) and transit free [40].
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Figure 7: Higher rankedASes tend to have higherROV scores.

setting is challenging as it requires longitudinal measurements of
ROV across numerous ASes.

Using RoVista, we identify 92 ASes whose ROV protection scores
jumped from 0% to 100% on 17 different dates simultaneously. Inter-
estingly, among each of the ASNs that exhibit synchronous behavior
on a given date, we discover that 17 of them serve as a provider
for some of the other ASes, which may suggest that the customer
ASes are RPKI-protected as a result of their provider ASes’ ROV
deployment.

Among them, we find two large ASes for which we are able to
cross-validate their ROV deployment: Orange (AS 5511) [55] and
KPN (AS 1136) [67].

Orange (AS 5511): Orange announced its ROV deployment on
June 27th, 2022 [55]. However, RoVista identifies that Orange (AS
5511) has been a 100% score since June 6th, 2022, which may suggest
that they may have deployed and tested ROV prior to making the
official announcement. We observe that the ROV scores of 20 other
ASes, who are Orange’s customers, also jumped up to 100% on the
same date.

KPN (AS 1136): KPN (AS 1136), a large dutch ISP, announced its
ROV deployment [67] on March 16th, 2022, but RoVista finds that
the ROV score of KPN jumps up from 0% to 100% on March 14th,
2022 before its announcements. During our measurement period,
RoVista captured the ROV score of KPN and its six customers as
shown in Figure 8. However, we discovered that not all of them
benefited from KPN’s ROV deployment. Four of their customers (AS
8694, 8737, 21286, and 28685) also simultaneously achieved a 100%
ROV score while the remaining two customers (AS 3573 and 15466)
did not experience any change in their ROV scores. Analyzing their
connections to other ASes using BGP datasets and AS relationships,
we made several observations.

Firstly, the four ASes that exhibited synchronized behavior are
stub networks without any upstream links other than KPN, which
explains their consistent ROV score alignment. Secondly, AS 3573
is connected to 41 other providers, out of which 23 had a 0% ROV
score. This may have enbled AS 3573 to reroute through these
providers, bypassing the ROV deployment of KPN, and maintain
its original ROV score.

Similarly, AS 15466 had an additional provider, AS 5400, whose
ROV score remained consistently at 0% throughout the measure-
ment period. This allowed AS 15466 to continue reaching tNodes
through AS 5400, unaffected by the ROV deployment of its primary
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Figure 8: ROV scores of KPN and its customers

AS (KPN). It is noteworthy that AS 8694, which demonstrated syn-
chronized behavior, has an additional provider, AS 36332, with a
100% ROV score. This allowed AS 8694 to reach tNodes through
KPN until the deployment of ROV by KPN.

These findings emphasize that networks with multiple upstreams
may not gain collateral benefit if some of these upstreams do not
perform ROV.

7.4 Case study: collateral damage
We have seen that a provider AS that deploys ROV can yield collat-
eral benefit to its customers. However, less obviously, a provider
AS that does not deploy ROV can cause collateral damage to its
customers even if they do.

For example, AS 3292 (TDC A/S) announced their ROV deploy-
ment on February 21st, 2021 [84]; however, RoVista finds that they
can constantly reach three tNodes, making their ROV score be
92.1%. To deep investigate this phenomenon, we utilize the tracer-
oute results discussed in §6.3.1 to gain insights into the paths taken
to reach the three tNodes. Our observations shed light on the situ-
ation.

First, we find that all of their traceroute results other than three
tNodes are terminated internally, making them unable to reach the
tNodes, which confirms their ROV deployment. Secondly, among
the successful traceroute results to the tNodes, two of them are
forwarded to AS 3320 (Deutsche Telekom),which has a 0%ROV score.
To understand this behavior, we examine the corresponding BGP
announcements in RouteViews and analyzed why TDC (AS 3292)
still has a route towards these tNodes. Figure 9 summarizes our
findings; first, we notice that AS 3320 receives two announcements,
one of which is 193.251.160.0/24 originated from AS 36947 (RPKI-
invalid), and the other is 193.251.160.0/20 originated from AS 5511
(RPKI-valid). Since it does not perform ROV, it will add both entries
to its routing table and also forward them to AS 3292:

193.251.160.0/20 AS5511
193.251.160.0/24 AS6762, AS36947

AS 3292 filters RPKI-invalid announcement, thus it only keeps the
valid one and adds it to its BGP table.

193.251.160.0/20 AS3320, AS5511

When a probe in AS 3292 sends a packet to 193.251.160.1, the
AS finds the matched entry, 193.251.160.0/20, and forwards it to
AS 3320. However, AS 3320 finds two matches in its BGP table,

AS 3292 AS 3320

AS 5511

AS 36947

193.251.160.0/20    AS5511

193.251.160.0/24    AS36947

TO: 193.251.160.1
AS 6762

Figure 9: Collateral damage on AS 3292; ROV scores of AS
3292 and 3320 are 92.1% and 0% respectively.

thus it chooses the most specific entry, 193.251.160.0/24, which is
RPKI-invalid, ultimately letting AS 3292 reach to the invalid origin.

This observation highlights that even ASes that deploy ROV
can remain vulnerable to BGP hijacking attacks when their transit
providers or peers do not implement ROV. Therefore, it is crucial
for larger ASNs to consider deploying ROV not only for their own
networks but also to protect the interests of their customers. To
systematically identify ASes exposed to collateral damages, we
conduct the following steps along with traceroute experiments:
(a) We examine whether all successful traceroute results of an AS

passed through an AS with a 0% ROV score as the next hop.
(b) We find if there are RPKI-valid or unknown IP prefixes available

in the RouteViews BGP table datasets that cover the IP prefixes
of tNodes.

(c) We then check whether the IP prefixes are announced through
the AS.

By following this procedure, we discover six ASes8 and find that
theirROV score is greater than 90% but can reach some RPKI-invalid
prefixes.

Considering that the collateral damage can occur even to ASes
that correctly deploy ROV. This presents a significant challenge for
these ASes since it is more challenging from them to notice and fix
it because it totally depends on the ROV policy of their upstream
ASes.

7.5 Case study: BGPStream
We now evaluate the impact of ROV using historical BGP hijacking
reports collected from BGPStream [13], which detects hijacking
attempts [54] by monitoring the real time BGP announcements
from multiple datasets such as RouteViews [70] or RIPE RIS [63].
We utilize the APIs of BGP hijack detection systems to collect
reports on BGP hijacking attacks during our measurement period.
These reports provide valuable information, including the time of
detection, hijacked IP prefixes, authorized AS to announce them,
and the attacking AS.

With a total of 1,277 collected IPv4 hijack reports, we perform
the following analysis. First, we match the reports with BGP an-
nouncements from RouteViews to obtain the routing path using
the AS-PATH attribute. Next, we check if the announced IP prefixes
are covered by at least one VRP.

8IUCC (AS 378), Compass (AS 9245), NTS workspace (AS 15576),
TrustPower (AS 55850), SGN (AS 12778), ARSAT (AS 52361)
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Out of the 1,277 reports, we find that 179 (14%) are RPKI-covered.
Among these reports, we are able to capture the ROV score of at
least one AS on the AS-PATH in 161 (89.9%) reports, and all ASes in
124 (69.2%) reports.

Among the 124 reports with complete ROV score information,
only 5 (4.0%) involve ASes with a ROV score higher than 90%. Re-
markably, all of these 5 reports are due to the customers of those
ASes forwarding invalid BGP announcements to them, indicating
that these ASes do not filter RPKI-invalid prefixes propagated by
their customers. On the other hand, all ASes in the remaining 119
reports have a zero ROV score, suggesting that the attacks may not
have occured if these ASes had deployed ROV.

For the other 1,098 hijacked prefixes not covered by ROAs, we
capture the ROV scores of all ASes on the AS-PATH for 884 (80.5%)
of them. Surprisingly, 204 of these prefixes (23.1%) involve at least
one AS with a ROV score higher than 90%. This suggests that these
attacks could have been prevented if the owners of the prefixes had
registered ROAs.

Taken together, our findings highlight that network operators
should consider deploying ROV and registering ROAs for their IP
prefixes. Despite a previous study showing a lack of interest in de-
ploying both ROAs and ROV among network practitioners [32], our
results emphasize the importance of these measures in enhancing
the security of BGP routing.

7.6 Challenges to achieving a 100% ROV
protection score

As shown in Figure 5, we observe that 1,592 ASes (5.8%) where their
ROV score is greater than 90%, but not 100%. To gain insights into
this phenomenon, we leverage RIPE Atlas probes located within
these ASes and analyze the traceroute results towards each tN-
ode obtained from 6.3. Additionally, we also reach out to network
operators through MANRS [49], RIPE NCC, and the RPKI commu-
nity discord channel [64] to better understand their ROV policy.
Through these efforts, we have identified three key challenges to
achieving a 100% ROV score:

ROV exemption for the routes from customers: Certain ASes
choose not to implement ROV for routes received from their cus-
tomers. This decision is often driven by the concern that filtering
RPKI-invalid prefixes forwarded by their customers could have a
negative impact on their profitability.

We first identify these ASes by using traceroute results; among
the 3,523 ASes of which ROV score is greater than 90%, we are able
to measure 362 ASes from RIPE Atlas probes. Among these, we
focus on the ASes that have at least one successful traceroute result
towards tNodes, leaving us with 73 ASes. We then identify the
ASes where all of the first hops in the traceroutes belong to their
customers by analyzing the CAIDA AS relationship datasets, which
reveals four ASes: AT&T (AS 7018), Cogent (AS 174), ARNES (AS
2107), and Forthnet (AS 1241); among them, we are able to confirm
our findings through communication with AT&T [4].

Default route: ASes that have implemented ROV can still reach
RPKI-invalid prefixes if they have set a default route to a non-
validating network. This means that all traffic destined for RPKI-
invalid prefixes can be forwarded to the default route, which points
to an AS that does not deploy ROV. To identify such ASes, we also
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Figure 10: The false positive and negative ratio of a single
RPKI-invalid prefix based measurement (top) and the ROV
score of AT&T over time (bottom).

analyze the ASes with a ROV score higher than 90% and specifically
look for ASes where all successful traceroutes towards tNodes are
routed through a single AS as their first hop, which is not their
customer.

We discover 5 ASes that fulfill these conditions: Swisscom (AS
3320), Telenet BVBA (AS 3303) to AS 6830, Pe3nyNet (AS 48926),
Planetel SPA (AS 47217), Libatech (AS 60999), all of which first hops
towards the tNodes are Deutsche Telekom (AS 3320), Liberty Global
(AS 6830),Quantcom (AS 29208), Aruba (AS 31034), and Orange (AS
5511), respectively. We reached out to Swisscom (AS 3303) [74] and
confirmed that this issue arose from a misconfigured default route
due to on-ramp tunnels for DDoS mitigation [20], which enabled
reachability for invalid prefixes while they were dropped at the
edge routers. They fixed the issue after our report.

Equipment and other technical issues: Through the commu-
nication with network operators, we have learned that some of
them have disabled ROV due to their hardware issues; for example,
we find that NTT (AS 2914) shows 94.7% of ROV score on aver-
age during our measurement period. From the conversation, we
were informed that NTT deployed ROV in their network in March
2021, but still propagates a number of RPKI-invalid prefixes due to
the router vendors that do not appropriately support ROV due to
the routers that do not support ROV causing approximately 900
RPKI-invalid being propagated through them [53].

8 COMPARISON WITH OTHER APPROACHES
In this section, we compare RoVista with other popular approaches
that measure the ROV status of ASes.

Single RPKI-invalid prefix based measurement: As discussed
in §2.3, there have been many studies that measure ROV status
of ASes by using RPKI-invalid test prefixes such as Cloudflare’s
isbgpsafeyet.com. While this approach is simple and effective, it
may be inaccurate when an AS performs ROV differently depending
on IP prefixes.
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To explore the discrepancy between a single-prefix based ap-
proach and RoVista, we use Cloudflare’s test RPKI-invalid prefix,
103.21.244.0/24 to simulate their results. We begin by confirm-
ing that two tNodes share the same IP addresses as those used in
isbgpsafeyet.com so that we can simulate their results. Similar to
how isbgpsafeyet.com determines the ROV status of an AS, we
define an AS as safe if all vVPs within the AS cannot reach both
tNodes, and unsafe if all vVPs within the AS can reach them; All
vVPs within the same AS consistently exhibit reachability towards
both tNodes.

We then classify an AS as a false negative when the single-prefix
measurement labels it as unsafe, but RoVista determines its ROV
score to be above 90% to ensure a conservative threshold. We also
consider an AS to be a false positive if it is classified as safe but
RoVista identifies its ROV score as 0%. We apply this throughout
the measurement period and Figure 10 (top) presents the results. We
notice that there is an average of 2.5% false positives and 3.8% false
negatives, with a rapid increase occurring after March 14th, 2022.
This is mainly because of AT&T (AS 7018), one of the tier-1 ASes,
of which ROV score decreases from 100% to 97.8% on the same date
(bottom). Upon contacting AT&T [4], we learned that (1) AT&T
does not filter RPKI-invalid prefixes on customer connections, and
(2) Cloudflare became a customer of AT&T in March 2022, resulting
in their test IP prefix not being filtered by AT&T.

As a consequence, all ASes connected to AT&T became capable
of reaching the Cloudflare’s test prefix, leading to their classification
as unsafe.

APNICRPKI dashboard:APNICmaintains a RPKI dashboard [34]
that shows the ROV status of ASes. Their approach is similar to
Cloudflare’s isbgpsafeyet.com, in which they run two prefixes,
one of which is the Cloudflare’s RPKI-invalid IP prefix. However,
APNIC leverages the Google advertisement network to recruit van-
tage points.

The dashboard calculates the ROV filtering percentage, which
represents the percentage of clients unable to fetch content served
from the RPKI-invalid prefix. In contrast, our RoVista’s ROV pro-
tection score measures the fraction of RPKI-invalid prefixes that
an AS cannot reach, making a direct comparison challenging. Al-
though the APNIC dashboard covers 45,372 ASes, including those
with only one client measured, we find that 22,169 ASes can be
captured by RoVista. Consequently, we discovered that the APNIC
dashboard also encounters the same issue we described earlier; we
observed that the ROV filtering percentage of AT&T dropped to 0%
on March 14th; we promptly informed APNIC and AT&T of our
findings on April 4th, 2022 [66], leading AT&T to begin filtering
Cloudflare’s test IP prefixes on April 20th, 2022, in order to avoid
such misclassifications.

Nevertheless, these results show that relying on a single or two
IP prefixes to assess an AS’s RPKI status can result in incorrect
determinations. Consequently, concerns about the accuracy of these
methods have been raised in several reports [21, 83].

Cloudflare’s list: Cloudflare also manages a crowdsourced list of
network operators and their ROV status [33]. This allows anyone
to contribute by submitting a pull request that includes an AS
number, the ROV status (classified as safe, partially safe, or
unsafe), and a reference (e.g., a screenshot from isbgpsafeyet.com
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Figure 11: ROV scores of ASes in Cloudflare’s list.

or a news article). At the time of writing, the list contains 402 ASes,
327 (81.3%) of which are captured by RoVista; Among them, 78 are
marked as safe, 52 as partially safe, and 208 as unsafe. We
now compare each of them with the ROV scores. Figure 11 shows
their distribution and we make a number of observations.

First, among the 67 safe ASes, 36 of them (53%) have a 100%
ROV score. This includes seven tier-1 ASes in Table 1. However, it
is worth noting that there are still 11 (16%) ASes with a ROV score
below 50%, such as BIT (AS 12859) and Swisscom (AS 3303) that we
have discussed in §7.6.

166 (80%) of the unsafe ASes have a zero ROV score, which
is expected; however, there are also ASes with a 100% ROV score
within the unsafe category, such as KPN (AS 1136) and Orange
(AS 5511), which have recently enabled ROV. We also find that 44
(88%) of the partially safe ASes have a ROV score of zero.

We believe the disparities largely stem from (1) outdated reports,
as seen with BIT (AS 12859), and (2) the limitations of measuring
a single IP prefix. Overall, our results highlight the challenges of
accurately measuring and tracking the ROV status of network
operators.

rpki.exposed spreadsheet: rpki.exposed [67] is a spreadsheet
that network operators collectively manage. It lists a number of
network operators that has deployed ROV along with their ASN;
24 ISPs identify themselves as performing ROV as of the writing.
Among them, RoVista can capture the ROV policy of 19 (79.1%)
ASes; 18 ASes have a ROV score higher than 90%. The other in-
consistent AS is BIT (AS 12859) that retracted ROV deployment in
early 2018 as described in §6.3; this also highlights a challenge of
crowd-sourced lists, which may not always be promptly updated.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced RoVista, a scalable measurement plat-
form that assesses theROV protection status of ASes without requir-
ing IP prefixes for control or recruiting vantage points. We observed
that ASes with a perfect ROV protection score is not rare anymore,
currently accounting for more than 12.3% of ASes. However, this
number is growing over time, especially among higher-ranked
ASes.

Through our longitudinal measurement, we discovered empirical
evidences of both collateral benefits and damages associated with
ROV deployment. We emphasize the importance of higher-ranked
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ASes adopting ROV to have a larger global impact (collateral bene-
fit), while also cautioning network operators to implement ROV to
protect against collateral damages. Furthermore, we highlighted the
challenges faced by network operators in managing ROV correctly.
We compared RoVista with several popular ROV measurement
platforms and discussed their limitations.

Our findings underscore the necessity of continuous auditing of
ROV deployments and the importance of effective management by
network operators.
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APPENDIX
A MODELING IP-ID PATTERNS

IP-IDmodel: Similar to prior work [28], we model each time series
using ARMA model. However, ARMA model can only be applied to
stationary time series, where its statistical properties (e.g., mean) do
not change over time. Thus ARMA model may not work well when
the statistical properties of background traffic change over time.
For time series with trend or with seasonality (e.g., the background
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traffic that shows a specific pattern), we use ARIMA model instead,
which suits for nonstationary time series.

To determine whether the observed time series traffic is station-
ary or not, we first apply Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test [29]
and then useARMAmodel for stationary andARIMAmodel for non-
stationary time series. When a time series of observed background
traffic before we send spoofing packet, 𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑡 , is determined as
stationary, we can fit by ARMA(p, q) as

𝑥𝑡 = 𝑐 +
𝑝∑︁
𝑡=1

𝜙𝑡𝑥𝑡−𝑝 +𝑤𝑡 +
𝑞∑︁
𝑡=1

\𝑡𝑤𝑡−𝑞

where𝑤𝑡 is the white noise, and 𝜙𝑝 , \𝑞 ≠ 0 are constant parameters.
On the other hand, when the time series is not stationary, it can
be regarded as a combination of a nonstationary trend component
and a zero-mean stationary component; then differencing the times
series may lead to a stationary time series. Thus, we fit 𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑡
by ARIMA(p, d, q), which is ARMA(p, q) by taking difference as:

(1 − 𝐵)𝑑𝑥𝑡 = (1 − 𝐵)𝑑−1 (𝑥𝑡 − 𝑥𝑡−1) = · · ·
where 𝐵 is the backshift operator (i.e., 𝐵𝑘𝑥𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡−𝑘 for any positive
integer 𝑘).
Detecting a spike: From the first 10 IP-ID values 𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥10 from
probing packets, we can predict the future background,𝑥𝑡+1, . . . , 𝑥𝑡+𝑚 ,
and estimate the variance of the noise at each time point as �̂�2

𝑡+1, . . . , �̂�
2
𝑡+𝑚 ,

where 𝑡 +𝑚 is the end time of the experiment. To detect the spike,
we apply one-tailed hypothesis testing on observed IP-ID pattern
𝑥𝑡+1, . . . , 𝑥𝑡+𝑚 and detects a spike at time 𝑡 + 𝑘 if the observed 𝑥𝑡+𝑘
is significant larger than the predict background noise 𝑥𝑡+𝑘 .

To detect the spike, we consider the Z-score at time point 𝑡 + 𝑘
defined as:

𝑧𝑡+𝑘 := 𝑥𝑡+𝑘 − 𝑥𝑡+𝑘
�̂�𝑡+𝑘

,

for 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑚.

Since the spike can only increase the background traffic, we apply
one-tailed hypothesis testing: for any confidence level 𝛼 ∈ (0, 1), we
consider the 1 − 𝛼 quantile of the standard normal distribution and
denote by 𝑡𝛼 . For any 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑚, we reject the null hypothesis
and conclude that there is a spike at time 𝑡 +𝑘 if 𝑧𝑡+𝑘 > 𝑡𝛼 . We then
determine the filtering scenario based on what we mentioned in
§4.3.
False positive and negative: Since we use Z-score and one-tailed
hypothesis testing with a confidence level 𝛼 ∈ (0, 1), the false
positive rate is smaller than 𝛼 asymptotically as long as the model
assumptions hold; we use 𝛼 = 0.05 as typically chosen.

On the other hand, false negative (FN) happens when model
failed detecting a spike. Let 𝜎2

𝑡+𝑘 be the variance of 𝑥𝑡+𝑘 given data
𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑡 and 𝑠 be the actual value of the spike, the asymptotic false
negative rate under the model assumptions will be:
P(𝑧𝑡+𝑘 ≤ 𝑡𝛼 | 𝑠) = P(𝑁 (0, 1) + 𝑠/𝜎2

𝑡+𝑘 ≤ 𝑡𝛼 ) = Φ(𝑡𝛼 − 𝑠/𝜎2
𝑡+𝑘 ),

where 𝑁 (0, 1) is the standard normal distribution and Φ is its cu-
mulative distribution function. As it shows, the false negative rate
depends on the confidence level 𝛼 in hypothesis testing, and signal
to noise ratio 𝑠/𝜎2

𝑡+𝑘 . Since the measured spike can be smaller than
10 packets, we assume that the spike follows a normal distribution
of 𝑁 (10, 𝜎2𝑠 ) where 𝜎2𝑠 is the variance of actual spoofed packets,
making the asymptotic FN rate be

∫
Φ(𝑡𝛼 − 𝑠/𝜎2

𝑡+𝑘 ) 𝑓𝑠 (𝑠)d𝑠 .
Thus, we exclude vVPs if their estimated FP or FN are higher than

the confidence level 𝛼 , which is chosen as 0.05 from our analysis.
Moreover, we only consider an AS where we can have at least 10
vVPs, all of which exhibit the same behavior; thus, the probability
that all vVPs in the same AS experience FP or FN will become
negligible.

B OFFICIAL SOURCES FOR ROV STATUS
Table 2 and Table 3 list (1) ASNs, (2) their announced ROV policy,
and (3) references.
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ISP ASN Source ROV Ratio
from RoVista

HEANet 1213 https://twitter.com/natural20/status/1366385420360155144 100%
Telstra 1221 https://lists.ausnog.net/pipermail/ausnog/2020-July/044367.html 100%

Sprint / T-Mobile 1239 https://www.sprint.net/policies/bgp-aggregation-and-filtering 100%
Telia 1299 https://www.teliacarrier.com/Our-Network/BGP-Routing/Routing-Security.html 100%
EBOX 1403 https://whois.arin.net/rest/asn/AS1403/pft?s=AS1403 100%
IIJ 2497 https://www.iij.ad.jp/en/dev/iir/pdf/iir vol50 focus1 EN.pdf 100%

Belnet 2611 https://belnet.be/en/belnet-has-successfully-implemented-rpki 100%
NTT 2914 https://www.gin.ntt.net/support/policy/rr.cfm#RPKI 100%
TDC 3292 https://github.com/cloudflare/isbgpsafeyet.com/pull/523 100%

Swisscom 3303 https://twitter.com/swisscom csirt/status/1300666695959244800 100%
Level3 3356 https://twitter.com/lumentechco/status/1374035675742412800 100%
Telstra 4637 https://www.zdnet.com/article/telstra-to-roll-out-rpki-routing-security-from-june-2020/ 100%
Vocus 4826 https://blog.apnic.net/2021/05/13/vocus-rpki-implementation/ 100%
Orange 5511 https://twitter.com/OrangeIC/status/1541436188241891328 100%
Cyta 6866 https://blog.daknob.net/rpki-deployment-greece-feb-19/ 100%

Hurricane Electric 6939 https://mailman.nanog.org/pipermail/nanog/2020-June/108277.html 100%
AT&T 7018 https://mailman.nanog.org/pipermail/nanog/2019-February/099501.html 100%

Dhiraagu 7642 https://twitter.com/isseykun/status/1261758917467668481 0%
Comcast 7922 https://corporate.comcast.com/stories/improved-bgp-routing-security- 100%

adds-another-layer-of-protection-to-network
ColoClue 8283 https://github.com/coloclue/kees 100%
Atom86 8455 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/atom86-leveraging-rpki-make- 100%

internet-safer-place-ralph-dirkse/
RETN 9002 https://twitter.com/RETNnet/status/1333735456408793089 92.5%
BIT 12859 https://www.bit.nl/news/2081/88/Registratie-van-RPKI-informatie-voor-een 0%

-veilige-routering-informatie-voor-een-veilige-routering
Amazon 16509 https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/networking-and-content-delivery/ 100%

how-aws-is-helping-to-secure-internet-routing/
ASERGO 30736 https://twitter.com/asergogroup/status/1258377169526546432 100%
Jaguar 30781 https://twitter.com/JDescoux/status/1253344721201696768 100%
Seacom 37100 https://www.ripe.net/participate/mail/forum/routing-wg/

PDZlMzAzMzhhLWVhOTAtNzIxOC1lMzI0LTBjZjMyOGI1Y2NkM0BzZWFjb20ubXU+
NAPAfrica 37195 https://www.napafrica.net/technical/rpki-handy-hints/ 100%
Workonline 37271 https://as37271.fyi/routing-policy/ 100%
Freethought 41000 https://twitter.com/freethoughtnet/status/1222841548771090432 100%
Fiber Telecom 41327 https://www.peeringdb.com/asn/41327 100%

HOPUS 44530 https://twitter.com/afenioux/status/1305430383345971201 100%
NAP.EC 52482 https://www.aeprovi.org.ec/es/implementacion-de-rpki-y-validacion 100%

-de-origen-bgp-en-ecuador
Scaleway 54265 https://mailman.nanog.org/pipermail/nanog/2020-April/107295.html 100%
Terrahost 56655 https://twitter.com/TerraHost/status/1259311449073168384 100%
KAPSI 57692 https://twitter.com/atonkyra/status/1253609926221496322 100%
Fusix 57866 https://fusix.nl/deploying-rpki/ 100%

Gigabit ApS 60876 https://mailman.nanog.org/pipermail/nanog/2020-April/107295.html 0%
Tuxis 197731 https://twitter.com/Tuxis IE/status/1105060034873049091 100%

Table 2: The list of official sources that network operators announced performing ROV; the shaded rows represent discrepant
results from RoVista as of April 1st, 2023.

ISP ASN Source ROV Ratio
from RoVista

Deutsche Telekom 3320 https://twitter.com/deutschetelekom/status/1252177058555473920 0%
Worldstream 49981 https://twitter.com/worldstream/status/1257670396461166593 0%

Table 3: The list of official sources that network operators announced not performing ROV.
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